
 

 

U9 Tiering Process 

Reminder of the purpose of tiering our players in MMHA: 

• To provide a fair and impartial assessment of a player's total hockey skills during 
the skills and scrimmage sessions 
 

• To ensure that players have a reasonable opportunity of being selected to a team 
appropriate to their skill levels as determined during the on-ice evaluations of 
the current year 

 

• To provide uniformity and consistency in the evaluation process such that a 
player and parent expectations are consistent from year to year as players move 
through the various levels of the association's programs 
 

• To form teams to maintain balanced and competitive play where the athletes can 

develop and participate equitably and have fun playing hockey 

 

Guidelines 

- Players should play all positions during scrimmages 

- Whistles will only happen after goals and the buzzer 

- The buzzer will sound every 1 minute 30 seconds 

- Penalty shots will be awarded for the player who was infracted upon 

- No spring team stickers, socks or jerseys will be worn during tiering 

- Parents of players should not be on the same bench as their child  

 

The tiering process is as follows: 

- All skaters will tier as players and not goalies 

 

- The U9 coordinator receives a master list of players from the MMHA registrar. 

The coordinator divides players into teams trying to keep the teams between 12 

– 15 players per team. Teams are split to try and make the talent level as even as 

possible. 

 

- When players show up at the rink they will receive a bib/jersey with a number on 

it. The coordinator will make sure each team list is accurate and give it to the 



 

 

Member in charge of tiering who is at the rink. This is typically the vice-president. 

The vice-president will take the team lists upstairs before each ice session so that 

the evaluators have an accurate list of which numbers are dressed for each ice 

session. This list does not include player’s names.  

 

- After each ice session, the executive member in charge of tiering will bring the 

evaluators the updated lists for the next ice session. At this time, the executive 

member will also take the completed sheets. The executive member will enter all 

of the raw data into a master spreadsheet in order to tally all of the scores of 

individual players.  

 

- After the first scrimmage, the executive members in charge of tiering will look at 

the raw data. They will remove players from the tiering process who have scored 

very high in all sessions and/or players who have scored very low in all sessions. 

These players would be placed in either tier ‘a’ or tier ‘b’ accordingly.  

 

- After each ice session, more and more players will be taken from the scrimmages 

and placed in either tier ‘a’ or tier ‘b’.  

 

- Ideally, the last scrimmage would decide on a few players to go to tier ‘b’ and a 

few players to tier ‘a’. The amount of players taken out of the tiering process will 

vary from year to year depending on how many players in novice, how many 

teams there will be for the year and how much variance there are in the skill 

levels of the players. 

 

- Members collecting the information from the evaluators will quickly drop sheets 

off and leave quickly in order to leave the evaluators to their work. However, the 

evaluators must have the correct information on players in order to give accurate 

evaluations to each player and this usually takes a few minutes.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Evaluation Criteria and Outline 

- Each player will have 2 skills sessions. Most players will also have between 1 and 

3 scrimmages 

 

Skills sessions 

- All players will go through the same drills during each session. (see Novice/Atom 

Tiering Drills) 

 

- For the first session, the evaluators will evaluate each player out of 5 marks each 

on:  

 

1. forward skating 

2. backward skating 

3. forward skating with a puck 

4. passing 

 

- For the second session, the evaluators will evaluate each player out of 5 marks 

each on:  

 

1. tight turning 

2. tight turning with a puck 

3. stopping 

4. shooting 

 

Scrimmages 

- For both sessions, each evaluator will give each player 2 scores out of 10. They 

will be watching for: overall hockey skills and hockey IQ.  


